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Abstract

Macromolecular crystallography increasingly pushes the
limits of the size and complexity of the molecules and
assemblies under study. Conformational variability in
these assemblies frequently results in limited diffraction
or in poorer phase information than that typically
obtained from smaller macromolecules. Current
methods for solving and re®ning crystal structures often
perform poorly under these adverse conditions and thus
new methods must be developed. Atomic-model re®ne-
ment is particularly sensitive to the low information
content of limited diffraction data. Here a multi-start
procedure is presented for simulated annealing re®ne-
ment. After multi-start re®nement, poorly ®tted regions
of the model often display increased variability
compared with correctly ®tted regions. Structure-factor
averaging over the resulting models improves the
quality of phases derived from atomic models and
reduces model bias. Averaging can be performed even at
a minimum Bragg spacing of 3.5 AÊ , taking into account
variability of atomic positions due to errors or intrinsic
¯exibility even when individual B factors cannot be
re®ned. The average structure factor is thus closer to the
true structure factor and should provide a better starting
point for estimations of �A values for electron-density-
map calculations. Test cases show increased phase
quality of the average structure factor. The method is
most useful when the initial model is poor or when only
moderate-resolution diffraction data are available and
may allow meaningful phase improvement through
atomic-model re®nement where it was not previously
possible.

1. Introduction

A typical single-wavelength diffraction experiment
cannot provide a direct image of the electron density in
the crystal. Experimental phasing methods or molecular
replacement must therefore be used to obtain an image
of the electron density. In favorable cases, especially
with the availability of multi-wavelength anomalous
dispersion (MAD) phasing, these phasing methods can

provide accurate electron-density maps into which an
atomic model can easily be built (Hendrickson, 1991).
However, there are still many instances where MAD
phasing is dif®cult or unavailable, or where disorder, the
low resolution of the diffraction data, or intrinsic ¯ex-
ibility of the crystallized macromolecules produce
phases such that initial electron-density maps are of only
moderate-to-poor quality. When molecular replacement
phasing is used, it is frequently the case that the initial
phases are biased towards the search model and give rise
to features in the resulting electron-density maps that do
not correspond to actual features of the crystallized
molecule.

Several types of error can occur when interpreting
electron-density maps calculated at moderate resolution
and/or with phases of poor quality (Branden & Jones,
1990). Discontinuities in the electron density and spur-
ious connectivities commonly occur, and side-chain
density can be misinterpreted as backbone density.
These phase errors often result in gross model errors
such as misplacement of loops, turns and side-chains.
These types of model error are common to structures
solved using poor MIR (multiple isomorphous replace-
ment) or MAD phases and to molecular replacement
solutions suffering from model bias. Density-modi®ca-
tion methods can help alleviate these problems (espe-
cially if noncrystallographic symmetry is present), but
require delineation of the molecular boundary, a process
which again depends on the quality of the initial elec-
tron-density map. Thus, in MIR, MAD and molecular
replacement, there may be many regions of the initial
model that contain signi®cant errors and for which the
electron density becomes interpretable only during the
course of re®nement when model phases are used to
improve the initial ones. Phase improvement through
atomic-model re®nement thus plays a pivotal role in the
crystallographic structure-solution process.

Maximum-likelihood approaches (Bricogne, 1984,
1997) have been shown to improve re®nement methods
(Pannu & Read, 1996; Murshudov et al., 1997), especially
in combination with simulated annealing (Adams et al.,
1997). They also improve electron-density-map calcu-
lations (Read, 1986, 1990). Even these maximum-



likelihood formulations of re®nement and electron-
density-map calculations are prone to model bias,
however. Cross-validation (BruÈ nger, 1992) can reduce
this problem and annealed omit maps can further reduce
model bias (Hodel et al., 1992). One fundamental
problem remains: the model for coordinate error
assumes that the error is uniformly distributed among all
atoms (Luzzati, 1952; Read, 1986). Individual B-factor
re®nement can only partially compensate for this
assumption, especially when disorder is present
(Kuriyan et al., 1986) or when some of the atoms are
incorrectly placed (BruÈ nger, 1988).

We propose a method to improve phases derived from
atomic models and to account empirically for coordinate
error and disorder. The method is possible at any
resolution. Multi-start re®nements that make use of
simulated annealing (BruÈ nger et al., 1987; Rice &
BruÈ nger, 1994), starting with the same model but with
different initial velocities, generate a number of
different re®ned models (BruÈ nger, 1988), the structure
factors of which are averaged (Rice & BruÈ nger, 1994)

Faverage �
P

models

�1=Nmodels�Fc �model� �1�

and used in place of Fc for �A-value estimation and for
electron-density-map calculations. We show that this
type of structure-factor averaging provides another
layer of improvement when combined with currently
available maximum-likelihood methods for re®nement
and electron-density-map calculations. Chemically
meaningful models are used in the averaging process
and signi®cant phase improvement was achieved even at
moderate-to-low resolution (dmin = 3.5 AÊ ). This is in
contrast to a random-atom-based averaging technique,
wARP (Perrakis et al., 1997; Asselt et al., 1998), which
requires a minimum Bragg spacing signi®cantly better
than dmin = 2.5 AÊ . The method of time averaging (Gros
et al., 1990) is also related to the structure-factor aver-
aging presented here; however, it requires high-resolu-
tion data for successful application (Schiffer et al., 1995).

2. Methods

2.1. Theory

The starting point for maximum-likelihood formula-
tions is the conditional probability distribution of the
`true' structure factors F, given a partial model with
structure factors Fc and estimates of its error (Sim, 1959;
Srinivasan, 1966; Read, 1986, 1990) (for simplicity we
will only discuss the case of acentric re¯ections)

Pa�F; Fc� � �1=��"�2
��� exp

�
ÿ �FÿDFc�2

"�2
�

�
; �2�

where �� is related to the fraction of the asymmetric
unit that is missing from the model. Assuming a perfect
partial structure and that the missing fraction is

approximately described by a random distribution of p
atoms, �� is given by (Read, 1990)

�� �
�P

p

jfpj2
�1=2

�3�

where fp are the structure factors of the missing atoms.
In general, �� incorporates the effect of the atoms
missing from the model as well as the effect of errors in
the partial model. It cannot be directly calculated and is
instead estimated (see below). D is a factor that takes
into account model error: it is unity in the limiting case
of an error-free model and zero if no model is available
(Luzzati, 1952; Read, 1986). It can be shown that

D � ��hjFoj2i ÿ �2
��=hjFcj2i�1=2 �4�

where the angular brackets denote statistical averages
over narrow-resolution shells (see below). For a
complete and error-free model, Fc � Fo, �� = 0 and
D = 1, so that the probability distribution Pa�F; Fc� is
in®nitely sharp.

Taking into account measurement errors requires
multiplication of (2) with an appropriate probability
distribution (usually a normal distribution with standard
deviation �o) of the observed structure-factor ampli-
tudes around the `true' structure-factor amplitudes

Pmeas�jFoj; jFj� � exp

�
ÿ �jFoj ÿ jFj�2

�2
o

�
: �5�

Prior knowledge of the phases of the structure factors
can be incorporated by multiplication of (2) with a phase
probability distribution Pphase(') and rewriting (2) in
terms of the structure-factor moduli and amplitudes of
F � jFj exp�i'�.

The unknown variables jFj and ' have to be elimi-
nated by integration in order to obtain the conditional
probability distribution of the observed structure-factor
amplitudes, given a partial model with errors, the
amplitude measurement errors and phase information

Pa�jFoj; Fc� � �1=��"�2
���
� jFjd'djFjPmeas�jFoj; jFj�

� Pphase�'� exp

�
ÿ �jFj exp�i'� ÿDFc�2

"�2
�

�
:

�6�
The likelihood L of the model is de®ned as the joint

probability distribution of the structure factors of all
re¯ections. Assuming uncorrelated structure factors,L is
simply given by multiplication of the distributions in (6)
for all re¯ections. Instead of maximizing the likelihood it
is more common to minimize the negative logarithm of
the likelihood,

L � ÿP
hkl

log�Pa�jFoj; Fc��: �7�

This function represents part of the re®nement target in
maximum-likelihood approaches. It is augmented by
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chemical restraints (Hendrickson, 1985). Thus, the total
target function is given by

E � Echem � wxrayL �8�
where wxray is a weight appropriately chosen to balance
the gradients (with respect to atomic parameters) arising
from the two terms.

Given the observed diffraction data and an atomic
model, �� cannot be obtained on a re¯ection-by-
re¯ection basis. It is instead assumed to be approxi-
mately constant in thin-resolution shells and determined
by minimization of L while keeping the atomic model
®xed (Read, 1986, 1997). D is then calculated from ��

using the same resolution shells as in (4). In order to
avoid model bias and to achieve an improvement over
the least-squares residual, cross-validation was found to
be essential (Pannu & Read, 1996; Adams et al., 1997)
for the computation of �� and D. Occasional recom-
putation of these values is required as the model
improves because re®nement methods that improve the
model structure factors Fc have a bene®cial effect on
both �� and D. Better estimates of these values then
enhance the next re®nement cycle. Thus, powerful
optimization methods and maximum-likelihood targets
are expected to interact in a synergistic fashion. Struc-
ture-factor averaging of multi-start re®nement models
can provide another layer of improvement by producing
a better description of Fc if the model shows signi®cant
variability due to errors or intrinsic ¯exibility (see
below).

Pannu & Read (1996) have developed an ef®cient
Gaussian approximation (7) for the case of no prior
phase information, termed the `MLF' function. In the
limit of a perfect model (i.e. �� = 0 and D = 1), MLF
reduces to the traditional residual with 1=�2

o weighting.
In the event that prior phase information is available,
the integration over the phase angles can be carried out
numerically in (6), resulting in the `MLHL' function
(Pannu et al., 1998). A maximum-likelihood function
which expresses (6) in terms of observed intensities has
also been developed, termed `MLI' (Pannu & Read,
1996).

The �� and D functions also provide the starting
point for optimal electron-density-map calculations. It
can be shown that

�2mjFoj ÿDjFcj� exp�i'c� �9�
is an approximation of the true structure factor up to
second order (Read, 1986). 'c and m are, respectively,
the centroid and ®gure of merit of the model phase
probability distribution obtained from (6)

m � �I1�X�=I0�X�� �10�
where X is given by

X � 2�AEoEc=�1ÿ �2
A� �11�

and Eo and Ec are the normalized structure-factor
amplitudes corresponding to Fo and Fc , respectively, and

�A � �1ÿ ��2
�=hjFoj2i1=2��1=2 �12�

2.2. Re®nement protocol

The re®nements employed torsion-angle-dynamics
simulated annealing (Rice & BruÈ nger, 1994) against the
target E [equation (8)] using the MLF approximation as
described in Adams et al. (1997). Brie¯y, �� values were
calculated from the starting models and used through
the ®rst 200 steps of conjugate-gradient minimization, at
which point estimates of �� and the weight (wxray) were
updated. The simulated annealing re®nement started
from a temperature of 5000 K that was decreased to
300 K, at which point 100 steps of Cartesian molecular
dynamics at 300 K (BruÈ nger et al., 1987) were carried
out. Then 100 steps of conjugate-gradient minimization
were performed, �� and wxray values were updated, and
a ®nal 100 steps of conjugate-gradient minimization
were performed. All observed diffraction data were
used to the speci®ed minimum Bragg spacing. A bulk
solvent correction (Jiang & BruÈ nger, 1994) and an
overall anisotropic B factor were applied. All calcula-
tions were carried out with the program Crystallography
and NMR System (CNS) (BruÈ nger et al., 1998).

2.3. Multi-start re®nements

Re®nement algorithms differ in the manner by which
they optimize E [equation (8)] by generating changes
in the atomic model. Gradient-driven methods such
as conjugate gradient (Jack & Levitt, 1978) or least-
squares (Hendrickson, 1985; Tronrud et al., 1987) are
typically unable to make large changes in an atomic
model. Molecular-dynamics-based simulated annealing
(BruÈ nger et al., 1987; Rice & BruÈ nger, 1994; Gros et al.,
1989; BruÈ nger et al., 1997) algorithms are able to make
larger changes in the model and are therefore the
preferred method when faced with poor initial models.

Another advantage of simulated annealing re®ne-
ment is that it provides a way of enhancing sampling of
conformational space by a multi-start procedure
(BruÈ nger, 1988; Rice & BruÈ nger, 1994). Multiple inde-
pendent re®nements can be performed starting from the
same initial structure but using different randomly
assigned initial velocities for the molecular-dynamics-
based simulated annealing. Molecular-dynamics-based
simulated annealing is very sensitive to the initial
conditions and different starting velocities will result in
very different `trajectories'. Thus, it is not necessary to
modify the initial coordinates of the model in order to
obtain good sampling of conformational space: each
re®nement with different starting velocities will produce
a different model even though the same initial model
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was used. Independent re®nements of poor initial
models can produce models which differ considerably in
regions of intrinsic ¯exibility in the molecule (Burling &
BruÈ nger, 1994), or, more importantly in the context of
this work, in regions of the model that are incorrect
(BruÈ nger, 1988) (Fig. 2, see below).

2.4. Structure-factor averaging

The multi-start re®nement method described above
allows one to perform structure-factor averaging (Rice
& BruÈ nger, 1994). Each individual model after a multi-
start re®nement may have only a subset of the initially
incorrectly placed atoms correctly placed and thus
errors will remain. As long as these errors differ from
model to model, structure-factor averaging over the
multiple models should improve phases. The average
structure factor is calculated according to (1) and
substituted into (2), (4), (6), (7) and (9) in place of Fc.
This results in a likelihood function derived from the
average structure factor and denoted Lave, which is
minimized to obtain �ave

� . The quantities Dave, �ave
A and

mave are then obtained from �ave
� according to (4), (12)

and (10).
In contrast to the random-atom-based wARP tech-

nique (Perrakis et al., 1997; Asselt et al., 1998), which
uses a weighting scheme that weights each re¯ection
separately, no weighting scheme is required for aver-
aging over models produced by multi-start simulated
annealing re®nement. The positions of atoms that are
not well determined will show more variability than
those that are well determined and thus poorly deter-
mined atoms will generally contribute less to the
average structure factor. Atoms that are correctly placed
show less variation in multi-start re®nements and thus
contribute more to the average structure factor.

Over the course of re®nement in certain space groups,
the model may undergo a small translation along an axis
with continuously permissible origin shifts. These
translations (if present) must be corrected for before
averaging the structure factors.

2.5. Test cases

To obtain a controlled test case with which to evaluate
the performance of various re®nement strategies, errors
were systematically introduced into the crystal structure
coordinates of penicillopepsin (James & Sielecki, 1983)
(dmin� 1.8 AÊ , space group C2, unit-cell dimensions
a� 97.37, b� 46.64, c� 65.47 AÊ , �� 115.4�) by
performing molecular dynamics simulations without
reference to Exray as described in Rice & BruÈ nger
(1994). A series of six models with good geometry but
with backbone-atom coordinate error [root mean square
(r.m.s.) difference to the crystal structure] ranging from
0 to more than 2.0 AÊ were re®ned against the peni-
cillopepsin diffraction amplitudes truncated to a

minimum Bragg spacing of dmin� 2.8 or 3.5 AÊ . Water
molecules were not included in these test calculations.

The model errors obtained by this molecular
dynamics `scrambling' procedure are potentially repre-
sentative of those occurring when energy-minimized
homologous structures are used as molecular replace-
ment search models. Indeed, the models are realistic in
that when they are used as search models for molecular
replacement using the experimental penicillopepsin
diffraction data, the correct orientation and position of
the molecule in the unit cell are correctly identi®ed as
the top peaks of the rotation (1 standard deviation
above the ®rst noise peak for the worst model) and
translation (1.6 standard deviations above the ®rst noise
peak for the worst model) functions. Test re®nements
using actual homologous structures of penicillopepsin
yield similar results (Adams et al., 1998).

The second test case presented below is the re®ne-
ment of the two RNA-binding domains of hetero-
geneous ribonucleoprotein A1 (hnRNP A1, referred to
as A1) using an intermediate data-set with dmin� 2.4 AÊ

resolution (Shamoo et al., 1997). Unit-cell dimensions in
space group P21 are a� 38.1, b� 44.0, c� 56.1 AÊ and
�� 94.8�. The A1 test case typi®es some of the problems
encountered when working with only low-to-moderate-
resolution data. Phases for the initial MIR electron-
density map used for model building were obtained from
two heavy-atom derivative data-sets, one of which only
diffracted to a minimum Bragg spacing of 4 AÊ . The
overall ®gure of merit for the MIR phases was 0.49
(Shamoo et al., 1998). Model building relied heavily on
the coordinates of a homologous RNA-binding domain
(U1A; Nagai et al., 1990), resulting in a signi®cant model
bias. Thus, although native diffraction amplitudes to
higher resolution were measured later, the initial model
was obtained by tracing a poor 4 AÊ resolution electron-
density map and contained several substantial errors.

The performance of the multi-start structure-factor-
averaging method was assessed by comparison with the
phases and electron-density maps calculated from the
re®ned high-resolution crystal structures (1.8 AÊ peni-
cillopepsin and 1.78 AÊ for A1). Phase differences were
computed with unit weighting and map correlation
coef®cients were computed over the protein region.

3. Results

The variability of the free R value (BruÈ nger, 1992) and
phase accuracy is shown in Fig. 1 (horizontal bars) for
multi-start re®nements of the penicillopepsin test case.
This variability is also manifest in the atomic coordi-
nates. For multi-start re®nements of the original 1.8 AÊ

crystal structure coordinates using diffraction ampli-
tudes truncated to dmin� 2.8 AÊ , the average backbone-
atom pairwise r.m.s. deviation between the resulting ten
models was 0.08 AÊ . For multi-start re®nements of the
most scrambled starting model against the same
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diffraction data, this deviation increased to 0.50 AÊ .
Similar variability was observed for multiple re®ne-
ments of A1. For example, for a multi-start re®nement of
the initial model of A1, the average pairwise backbone-
atom r.m.s. deviation between models was 0.71 AÊ (Fig.
2a). For a multi-start re®nement of a later, improved
model, this measure was much lower, 0.25 AÊ for the
same atoms as for the early model (Fig. 2b). In general,
as the starting models improved, the variability
produced by multi-start re®nement decreased. This
decrease in model variability generally provides a
convenient measure of the convergence of re®nement.

Structure-factor averaging results in a signi®cant
improvement in the free R value, the phase accuracy and
�A-weighted electron-density maps for the penicillo-
pepsin test case (Fig. 1, Table 1). Phases from the

average structure factor are better (typically by several
degrees) than phases from any single model. The
improvements in the free R value, the phase accuracy
and the map correlation coef®cient are most
pronounced when the initial model is very poor. These
improvements are also particularly signi®cant at lower
resolution (dmin� 3.5 AÊ ). The ability to improve phases
from re®nements of poor initial models or from re®ne-
ments against limited data is an important property of
structure-factor averaging in combination with multi-
start re®nements.

Multi-start re®nements were also performed for A1
and the average structure factor was used to compute a
�A-weighted (Read, 1990) 2Fo ÿ Fc electron-density
map. For the initial model of A1, free R values computed
from average structure factors tended to be about 1%

Fig. 1. Convergence, variability and effect of structure-factor averaging on the free R values and phase accuracy of scrambled models of
penicillopepsin re®ned against observed structure-factor amplitudes at two different minimum Bragg spacings. R values and phase accuracy are
plotted against initial model error (backbone-atom r.m.s. difference to the 1.8 AÊ resolution crystal structure coordinates). The top row shows
the results from multi-start re®nements (ten starts) using diffraction data truncated to dmin� 2.8 AÊ resolution, the bottom row using data
truncated to dmin� 3.5 AÊ resolution. In the two left panels, the performance of re®nements is measured using the free R value (horizontal bars
indicate the highest and lowest free R value from each set of ten re®nements). The solid circles show the free R value obtained from the average
structure factor. In the two right panels, the performance of re®nements is measured using the phase accuracy, i.e. the unweighted mean
difference between phases calculated from a particular re®ned model and those calculated from the re®ned 1.8 AÊ crystal structure coordinates.
Horizontal bars again indicate the highest and lowest values, and solid circles show the phase accuracy of the average structure factor.
Re®nements were performed as described in x2. No water molecules were included. The average structure factor produces better phases than
any single model. The most signi®cant improvements are obtained when the starting model is very poor or when the diffraction data were
truncated to dmin� 3.5 AÊ .
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lower than the best free R value from any single model
(Fig. 4a). The R value decreased less and thus the
reduced Rfree ÿ R difference indicates a reduction in the
degree of over®tting. Other measures like the phase
accuracy and the map correlation coef®cient demon-
strate the improvement in the quality of electron-density
maps upon structure-factor averaging (Fig. 4). Structure-
factor averaging resulted in more interpretable electron-
density maps in dif®cult regions (Fig. 3). In the example
shown, the initial model contained a register shift
involving an � helix (encompassing residues 64±74 in the
®nal, high-resolution structure); electron-density maps
computed from the two re®ned models (Figs. 3a and 3b)
with the lowest free R value show signi®cant model bias.
The electron-density map computed from the average
structure factor of the two models is less model biased
and shows more clearly the correct location of the �-
helix backbone. In the later stages of re®nement, multi-
start re®nement produced less variable models (e.g. Fig.
2), indicating that re®nement had converged.

The ensemble of structures produced by multi-start
re®nement can have practical utility beyond merely
providing better phases. During the re®nement of A1, it
was very useful to inspect the structures using molecular
graphics before starting manual rebuilding. Regions of
the model that contained signi®cant errors such as
register shifts or other backbone misplacements tended
to show more variability in the ensembles than regions
that were essentially correct (Fig. 2). In general,
although one or several models may stand out due to
lower free R values, all of them can be useful as guides
for model rebuilding.

4. Summary

The success of structure-factor averaging of individually
re®ned models and the reduction in over®tting can be
easily understood. The reciprocal-space structure-factor
averaging is formally equivalent to real-space electron-
density-map averaging. Thus, regions of the electron
density that are well predicted by several models will be
more heavily weighted in the averaged map compared
with poorly modeled regions. Regions of the model that
are incorrect can show greater variability in the
ensemble of re®ned structures and the electron density
corresponding to these regions will be attenuated by the
averaging. Estimates of �A (Read, 1990) are also
improved because contributions from individual atoms
will be weighted according to how much variability they
display after a multi-start re®nement (Table 1, Fig. 4).
Electron-density maps computed from averaged struc-
ture factors typically display less model bias than an
electron-density map computed from a single model
(Fig. 3).

Structure-factor averaging using multi-start re®ne-
ments, maximum-likelihood targets and torsion-angle

Table 1. Effect of structure-factor averaging on the map
correlation coef®cient for multi-start re®nements of the
most scrambled penicillopepsin model (the rightmost

point in the graphs in Fig. 1)

Map correlation coef®cients were computed between the �A-weighted
electron-density map calculated using the average structure factor and
a �A-weighted map calculated using the ®nal high-resolution crystal
structure of penicillopepsin (James & Sielecki, 1983). In the correlation
coef®cient calculations only regions over protein atoms were taken
into account. Best and worst re®ned models are those with the lowest
and highest free R values, respectively. The average structure factor is
the one that gives the lowest free R value. �A-weighted maps computed
from the average structure factor show higher correlation to the ®nal
crystal structure than those computed from any single model.

Map correlation coef®cient

dmin (AÊ ) Best model Worst model Average structure factor

2.8 0.71 0.68 0.74
3.5 0.34 0.22 0.39

Fig. 2. Conformational variability in re®ned models after multi-start
re®nement. Ten start re®nements were performed on the initial
model of A1 and on a later, manually rebuilt model. The region
corresponding to residues 67±74 in the crystal structure is shown;
this region at ®rst contained a register error for the � helix. The
re®nement protocol was as described in x2. In (a), the �-helix
backbone had been built in the incorrect register in the initial model
of A1 used for multi-start re®nement. In (b), this error had been
corrected (after re®nement and manual rebuilding) in the starting
model used for multi-start re®nement. The re®ned models
containing the register-shift error show considerably more varia-
bility (average backbone-atom pairwise r.m.s. difference for the �
helix 0.72 AÊ ) compared with the re®ned models with the correct
register (average backbone-atom pairwise r.m.s. difference for the �
helix 0.25 AÊ ). Thus, the error in the model produced a variability in
the atomic positions which contributes to the success of structure-
factor averaging.

(a) (b)
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dynamics all interact synergistically. Compared with
least-squares residuals, maximum-likelihood targets
reduce model bias. Multi-start re®nements sample more
local minima. Structure-factor averaging of the resulting
models produces more reliable, less biased electron-

density maps. Simulated annealing constrained to
torsion angles increases the radius of convergence of
individual re®nements. The combination of all these
methods produces better model phases and can thereby
signi®cantly facilitate the rebuilding process and accel-

Fig. 3. Improved electron-density
maps of A1 in the region of
residues 68±74 obtained from
multi-start re®nements followed
by structure-factor averaging. In
this case, the best average struc-
ture factor (as judged by the free R
value) came from averaging over
two models. All electron-density
maps are a �A-weighted 2Fo ÿ Fc

electron-density map calculated at
2.4 AÊ resolution and contoured at
1�. The map calculated from the
average structure factor using �ave

A

shows less model bias than maps
calculated from single models. (a)
Electron-density map calculated
from the single model with the
lowest free R value (49.45%). In
black is shown the C� trace of the
model, in red the C� trace of the
re®ned crystal structure coordi-
nates. (b) Electron-density map
calculated from the single model
with the second lowest free R
value (49.50%). In black is shown
the C� trace of the model, in the
red C� trace of the re®ned crystal
structure cordinates. (c) Electron-
density map calculated from the
average structure factor obtained
from the two best models. The free
R value for this average structure
factor is 48.36%. In black is shown
the C� traces of the two models, in
red the C� trace of the ®nal high-
resolution crystal structure coor-
dinates of A1 (Shamoo et al.,
1997).

(a)

(b)

(c)
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erate the process of model phase improvement. Perhaps
more importantly, the multi-start averaging strategy
allows productive phase improvement through re®ne-
ment where other methods fail, notably in the moderate-
to-low-resolution regime. This method should become
increasingly important for crystallographic studies of
very large macromolecules or of large macromolecular
assemblies.
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Fig. 4. Effect of structure-factor averaging on the free R value (black
symbol) (%), the phase accuracy (red symbols) (�) and the map
correlation coef®cient (green symbols) (%). For the initial and a
later, rebuilt model of A1, re®nement was performed as described in
x2. All observed diffraction amplitudes to dmin� 2.4 AÊ were used.
Phase accuracy is de®ned as the unweighted difference between
model phases and those computed from the ®nal, high-resolution
crystal structure (Shamoo et al., 1997). Map correlation coef®cients
were calculated over the protein region. Ten starts were performed
for multi-start re®nement and the resulting models were sorted in
order of increasing free R value. Average structure factors were
calculated from the top two, the top three, up to all ten models. For
each average, the free R value, phase accuracy and map correlation
coef®cient are plotted.
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